Effects of alignment of adjustable collimator on dosimetric parameters of a telecobalt machine.
The objectives of this study was to investigate the most appropriate hinge point for the alignment of adjustable collimators/trimmer bars in a telecobalt machine for obtaining acceptable dosimetric parameters of a telecobalt machine. Variations of relative output of the telecobalt machine with selection of different hinge points were also investigated. MCNP code was used for the present the study. A water phantom of dimension 50 x 50 x 40 cm(3) having voxels each of volume 0.72 cm(3) was used in our study for generating beam profiles and depth dose curves. When hinge points are selected at the periphery of the source bottom and the source top, flatness, symmetry and penumbra were found to be well within the recommended tolerance limits whereas values are far beyond with the hinge points selected at the centre of source bottom or the source top. Moreover, it was observed that the relative output of a telecobalt machine with hinge points at centre of the source bottom and the source top are appreciably lower than that of at periphery of source bottom particularly for smaller field sizes. This effect is due to the blockage of the part of the source volume in the radiation field. Therefore, hinge point for the alignment of adjustable collimators/trimmer bars should be selected either at periphery of source bottom or the source top for obtaining clinically acceptable flatness, symmetry and penumbra. However, selecting hinge point at the periphery of the source bottom for the alignment of the adjustable collimators/trimmer bars would be more appropriate as height of the source will vary depending on activity of the source used in the source capsule for given specific activity.